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The Fashion in Shrouds
Random House Georgia Wells is a little larger than life. It is to meet her that Albert Campion goes to a dress-show in Park Lane. Only the day before he had located the skeleton of her ﬁance who disappeared three years before. Originally published: London: William
Heinemann, 1938.

Fashion in Shrouds
Bantam Books

The Fashion in Shrouds
Isis Large Print Books Georgia Wells, an alluring actress at the top of her profession, attracted men like a magnet. The trouble was that they had a nasty habit of winding up dead. No one could deny that Georgia had her faults, but was she a murderess? Albert Campion is
drawn into the mystery, for his sister, Val, is chief designer in The House of Papendeik, and the murder has taken place within their walls.

The Case of the Late Pig
Ipso Books A man is killed ﬁve months after his funeral, in a tale by “one of the greatest mid-20th-century practitioners of the detective novel” (Alexander McCall Smith). Private detective Albert Campion is summoned to the village of Kepesake to investigate a
particularly distasteful death. The body turns out to be that of Pig Peters, freshly killed ﬁve months after his own funeral. Soon other corpses start to turn up, just as Peters’s body goes missing. It takes all Campion’s coolly incisive powers of detection to unravel the
crime. The Case of the Late Pig is, uniquely, narrated by Campion himself. In Allingham’s inimitable style, high drama sits neatly beside pitch-perfect black comedy. A heady mix of murder, romance, and the urbane detective's own unglamorous past make this an
Allingham mystery not to be missed. “My very favourite of the four Queens of Crime is Allingham.”—J. K. Rowling “Margery Allingham deserves to be rediscovered.”—P.D. James

Sequels
An Annotated Guide to Novels in Series
American Library Association A guide to series ﬁction lists popular series, identiﬁes novels by character, and oﬀers guidance on the order in which to read unnumbered series.

Adult Catalog: Authors
Death of a Ghost
Random House A VINTAGE MURDER MYSTERY John Lafcadio’s ambition to be known as the greatest painter since Rembrandt was not to be thwarted by a matter as triﬂing as his own death. A set of twelve sealed paintings is the bequest he leaves to his widow – together
with the instruction that she unveil one canvas each year before a carefully selected audience. Albert Campion is among the cast of gadabouts, muses and socialites gathered for the latest ceremony – but art is the last thing on the sleuth’s mind when a brutal stabbing
occurs....

The Tiger in the Smoke
Random House A VINTAGE MURDER MYSTERY - WITH A NEW INTRODUCTION BY SUSAN HILL Agatha Christie called her 'a shining light'. Have you discovered Margery Allingham, the 'true queen' of the classic murder mystery? A fog is creeping through the weary streets of
London - so too are whispers that the Tiger is back in town, undetected by the law, untroubled by morals. And the rumours are true: Jack Havoc, charismatic outlaw, knife-wielding killer and ingenious jail-breaker, is on the loose once again. As Havoc stalks the smogcloaked alleyways of the city, it falls to Albert Campion to hunt down the fugitive and put a stop to his rampage - before it's too late... As urbane as Lord Wimsey...as ingenious as Poirot... Meet one of crime ﬁction's Great Detectives, Mr Albert Campion

Mystery Index
Subjects, Settings, and Sleuths of 10,000 Titles
Amer Library Assn Provides indexes to American and British mystery novels by author, title, subject, setting, and characters.
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Flowers for the Judge
Ipso Books Gentleman sleuth Albert Campion tries to solve the murder of a prominent publisher in this “vivid and witty” British mystery (The New York Times). Scandal hits the prestigious publishing house of Barnabas when one of the directors is found dead in a locked
cellar. All eyes are on the other partners at the ﬁrm—cousins of the dead man with much to gain from his demise—and all rumors hint at a connection to the disappearance of another director decades earlier. Desperate to salvage their reputation, the cousins turn to
Albert Campion—but will his investigations clear the Barnabas family name, or besmirch it forever? “My very favourite of the four Queens of Crime is Allingham.” —J. K. Rowling “Ms. Allingham has a strong, controlled sense of humour and is never dull.” —Times Literary
Supplement

The Case of the Late Pig
Random House Albert Campion is summoned to the village of Kepesake to investigate a particularly distasteful death. The body turns out to be that of Pig Peters, freshly killed ﬁve months after his own funeral. Soon other corpses start to turn up, just as Peters's body
goes missing. It takes all Campion's coolly incisive powers of detection to unravel the crime.

Coroner's Pidgin
Random House Campion returns from three years work for the War Oﬃce in Europe to ﬁnd that Lugg, his manservant, has brought him an unusual gift - the black silk nightdress-clad body of a dead woman, an apparent suicide. Now, Campion must assist Detective Chief
Inspector Oates and Superintendent Yeo in unravelling a plot of deception and murder. Originally pu.

Flowers for the Judge
Random House The Barnabas publishing dynasty is no stranger to mystery. The founders nephew disappeared in broad daylight. Now a Barnabas cousin in his evening clothes and bowler, has been dead days inside a locked basement. Police suspect cousin Mike, but
Albert Campion seeks more answers.

Look to the Lady
Random House A VINTAGE MURDER MYSTERY Finding himself the victim of a botched kidnapping attempt, Val Gyrth suspects that he might be in a spot of trouble. Unexpected news to him - but not to the mysterious Mr Campion, who reveals that the ancient Chalice
entrusted to Val's family is being targeted by a ruthless ring of thieves. Fleeing London for the supposed safety of Suﬀolk, Val and Campion come face to face with events of a perilous and puzzling nature - Campion might be accustomed to outwitting criminal minds,
but can he foil supernatural forces?

Police at the Funeral
Random House When Albert Campion is called in by the ﬁancée of an old college friend to investigate the disappearance of her uncle, he little expects the mysterious spate of death and danger that follows among the bizarre inhabitants of Socrates Close, Cambridge. He
and Stanislaus Oates must tread carefully, and battle some complex family dynamics to solve the case.

The Beckoning Lady
Random House Campion's glorious summer in Pontisbright is blighted by death. Amidst the preparations for Minnie and Tonker Cassand's fabulous summer party, a murder is discovered and it falls to Campion to unravel the intricate web of motive, suspicion and
deduction with all his imagination and skill.

Encyclopedia of British Writers, 1800 to the Present
Infobase Publishing Proﬁles the ﬁnest British poets, novelists, playwrights, essayists, and other writers of the 19th, 20th, and 21st centuries, including essential details about the author's life and work and suggestions for further reading. Writers from Ireland and nations
of the British Commonwealth are also included.

Mystery Mile
Random House Judge Crowdy Lobbett has found evidence pointing to the identity of the criminal mastermind behind the deadly Simister gang. After four attempts on his life, he ends up seeking the help of the enigmatic and unorthodox amateur sleuth, Albert Campion.
After Campion bundles Lobbett oﬀ to a country house in Mystery Mile deep in the Suﬀolk countryside, all manner of adventures ensue. It's a race against time for Campion to get the judge to safety and decipher the clue to their mysterious enemy's name. Luckily for
Judge Lobbett, underneath his constant stream of nonsensical banter, Campion displays a diamond-sharp intelligence and a natural detective's instinct...

Mystery Mile
Felony & Mayhem With the Simister Gang out to get him, America is too hot for Judge Lobbett. He takes refuge on an island on the Suﬀolk coast, but even there life is far from peaceful. Blackmail, abduction and sudden death bring matters to a climax. It is Albert
Campion, with the unorthodox help of his man Lugg, who masterminds the defence of Mystery Mile and uncovers the true face of Simister. The island is based on Mersea Island in Essex.

10 Women of Mystery
Popular Press This volume, which examines the special contributions of a number of women mystery writers, sheds light on this signiﬁcant example of common interests in recreational reading among women and men and the reasons behind the early and continuing
uncharacteristic near-equality of both sexes in this ﬁeld of endeavor.
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The Crime at Black Dudley
Random House THE FIRST CAMPION MYSTERY 'Margery Allingham stands out like a shining light' Agatha Christie A suspicious death and a haunted family heirloom were not advertised when Dr George Abbershaw and a groupof London's brightest young things accepted
an invitation to the mansion of Black Dudley. Skulduggery is most certainly afoot, and the party-goers soon realise that they're trapped in the secluded house. Amongst them is a stranger who promises to unravel the villainous plots behind their incarceration - but can
George and his friends trust the peculiar young man who calls himself Albert Campion?

The Feminine Middlebrow Novel, 1920s to 1950s
Class, Domesticity, and Bohemianism
Oxford University Press on Demand Humble presents a study of the novels by and for middle-class women that dominated the publishing market in the ﬁrst half of the 20th century. She studies the work of authors such as Agatha Christie alongside cultural products such as
cookery books.

Traitor's Purse
Random House Celebrated amateur detective Albert Campion awakes in hospital accused of attacking a police oﬃcer and suﬀering from acute amnesia. All he can remember is that he was on a mission of vital importance to His Majesty's government before his accident.
On the run from the police and unable to recognise even his faithful servant Lugg or his own ﬁancee, Campion struggles desperately to put the pieces together while the very fate of England is at stake.

The China Governess
A Mystery
Random House Appearance and reality are not always the same. Timothy Kinnit is rich, handsome and well-bred. He seems to have everything. Then, on the eve of his elopement, he learns that he was adopted, and he is desperate to know who he really is. Someone
seems no less keen to stop him ﬁnding out.

Hide My Eyes
Random House A quiet, ruthless killer strikes in London's theatre district. Superintendent Luke thinks he has seen the pattern before. Mr. Campion wonders what became of the old couple in the country bus who must have witnessed the crime... In this exercise in
suspense, the trail leads to an eccentric museum in west London, and to a scrap yard in the East End.

The Whole Story
3000 Years of Sequels and Sequences
K G Saur Verlag Gmbh & Company This work is the only comprehensive guide to sequels in English, with over 84,000 works by 12,500 authors in 17,000 sequences.

Words on Cassette
A Seven Year Cycle Reading Plan
Lulu.com Read through time, enjoying the good, the better, and the best books from each of the seven eras below: Year 1: Ancient History to 476 A.D. Year 2: The Middle Ages, 477 to 1485 A.D. Year 3: The Age of Discovery, 1485-1763 A.D. Year 4: The Age of Revolution,
1764-1848 A.D. Year 5: The Age of Empire, 1849-1914 A.D. Year 6: The American Century, 1915-1995 A.D. Year 7: The Information Age, 1996- Present Day At the end of seven years, repeat! A Seven Year Cycle Reading Plan is a booklist compiled of hundreds of books
from each era in history organized into categories of interest. This volume also includes copious room for you to add your own favorite titles!

More Work for the Undertaker
Random House Campion takes up local lodgings on Apron Street in London, a place where urchins abound and a quasi-feudal order is maintained by the eccentric Palinode family, when a threat is sensed and the police are baﬄed.

Sweet Danger
Vintage A VINTAGE MURDER MYSTERY Agatha Christie called her 'a shining light'. Have you discovered Margery Allingham, the 'true queen' of the classic murder mystery? Way back during the crusades Richard I presented the Huntingforest family with the tiny Balkan
state of Averna. Since that time the kingdom has been forgotten, until circumstances in Europe suddenly render it extremely strategically important to the British Government. Unconventional detective Albert Campion is thus hired to recover the long-missing proofs of
ownership - the deeds, a crown, and a receipt - which are apparently hidden in the village of Pontisbright. In Pontisbright, Campion and his friends meet the eccentric, young, ﬂame-haired Amanda Fitton and her family who claim to be the rightful heirs to Averna and
join in the hunt. Unfortunately, criminal ﬁnancier Brett Savanake is also interested in ﬁnding the evidence for his own ends. Things get rather rough in the village as Savanake's heavies move in and up the pressure on Campion to solve the mystery before they do... As
urbane as Lord Wimsey.as ingenious as Poirot. Meet one of crime ﬁction's Great Detectives, Mr Albert Campion.
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Words on Cassette 2002
R. R. Bowker

Watteau's Shepherds
The Detective Novel in Britain, 1914-1940
Popular Press Detective stories should be examined from a literary point of view, with special attention to literary history and to materials and patterns from which the writers created their ﬁctions. This book sheds new light into the fascinating ﬁeld of detective ﬁction.

The Fashion In Shrouds
Random House A VINTAGE MURDER MYSTERY Agatha Christie called her ‘a shining light’. Have you discovered Margery Allingham, the 'true queen' of the classic murder mystery? First, there is a skeleton in a dinner jacket. Then a corpse in a golden aeroplane. After
another body, private detective Albert Campion nearly makes a fourth... Both the skeleton and the corpse have died with suspicious convenience for Georgia Wells, a monstrous but charming actress with a raﬃsh entourage. Georgia's best friend just happens to be
Valentine, a top couturière and Campion's sister. In order to protect Valentine, Campion must unravel a story of blackmail and ruthless murder. As urbane as Lord Wimsey...as ingenious as Poirot... Meet one of crime ﬁction’s Great Detectives, Mr Albert Campion.

Sequels: Adult books
Sequels
The China Governess
Good Press "The China Governess" by Margery Allingham. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary ﬁction and non-ﬁction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality
digital format.

Books Out Loud
Black Plumes
Death of a Ghost
When Police Sergeant Hamish Macbeth hears reports of a haunted castle near Drim, he assumes the eerie noises and lights reported by the villagers are just local teenagers going there to smoke pot or, worse, inject themselves with drugs. Still, Hamish decides that he
and his policeman, Charlie "Clumsy" Carson, will spend the night at the ruined castle to get to the bottom of the rumors once and for all. There's no sign of any ghost ... but then Charlie disappears through the ﬂoor. It turns out he's fallen into the cellar. And what
Hamish and Charlie ﬁnd there is worse than a ghost: a dead body propped against the wall. Waiting for help to arrive, Hamish and Charlie leave the castle just for a moment--to eat bacon baps--but when they return, the body is nowhere to be seen. It's clear something
strange--and deadly--is going on at the castle, and Hamish must get to the bottom of it before the "ghost" can strike again ...

Sequels
An Annotated Guide to Novels in Series
Amer Library Assn Sequels, the most popular and long-lasting guide to novels in series, returns with greatly expanded series listings. Mysteries continue to be a mainstay, with fantasy, science ﬁction, and romance listings, plus non-genre ﬁction selections from authors
such as Edward Abbey and Lawrence Durrell. The authors have carefully sifted through a growing group of series to select those most likely to be available in a medium-sized public library, weeding out esoteric, obscure, and less popular series. This classic reference
includes hundreds of annotated series, title and subject indexes, and suggestions for reading order. Library professionals will ﬁnd Answers to the perennial question, "What should I read next?" Guidance on the chronology of a series Easy-to-use tools to identify novels
by character, setting, and author The deﬁnitive resource for novels in series Including series started since 1989 and updated through 2007, Sequels will be the most complete resource for general readers and library patrons as well as readers' advisors; public,
university, and high school reference librarians; acquisition and collection management librarians; and even bookstore staﬀ and book reviewers. The expanded Sequels, 4th edition, will become the RA and reference librarian's resource of choice
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